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About Henri Nouwen
The internationally renowned priest and author, respected professor and beloved pastor
Henri J.M. Nouwen wrote over 40 books on the spiritual life. He corresponded regularly in
English, Dutch, German, French and Spanish with hundreds of friends and reached out to
thousands through his Eucharistic celebrations, lectures and retreats. Since his death in 1996,
ever-increasing numbers of readers, writers, teachers and seekers have been guided by his
literary legacy. Nouwen’s books have sold over 2 million copies and been published in over 22
languages.
Born in Nijkerk, Holland, on January 24, 1932, Nouwen felt called to the priesthood at a very
young age. He was ordained in 1957 as a diocesan priest and studied psychology at the Catholic
University of Nijmegen. In 1964 he moved to the United States to study at the Menninger
Clinic. He went on to teach at the University of Notre Dame, and the Divinity Schools of Yale
and Harvard. For several months during the 1970s, Nouwen lived and worked with the Trappist
monks in the Abbey of the Genesee, and in the early 1980s he lived with the poor in Peru. In
1985 he was called to join L’Arche in Trosly, France, the first of over 100 communities founded
by Jean Vanier where people with developmental disabilities live with assistants. A year later
Nouwen came to make his home at L’Arche Daybreak near Toronto, Canada. He died suddenly
on September 21st, 1996, in Holland and is buried in King City, Ontario, not far from the
Daybreak Community.
Nouwen believed that what is most personal is most universal. He wrote, “By giving words to
these intimate experiences I can make my life available to others.” His spirit lives on in the work
of the Henri Nouwen Society, Henri Nouwen Stichting (Holland), the Henri Nouwen Legacy
Trust, the Henri J. M. Nouwen Archives and Research Collection, and in all who live the
spiritual values of solitude, community and ministry, to which he dedicated his life.
For more information about Henri Nouwen, his writing and the work of the
Henri Nouwen Society visit: www.HenriNouwen.org.
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Photo of children with Henri in Guatemala by Peter Weiskel. Used with permission.
Henri Nouwen in Ukraine.
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Life of the Beloved
Spiritual Living in a Secular World

by Henri J.M. Nouwen
1992 New York: Crossroad, 119 pp. (hardback)
2002 New York: Crossroad, 156 pp. (softcover-includes study guide prepared by publisher)

Discussion questions for Nouwen Reading Groups
Prepared by Ed Wojcicki and John Holsinger
Revised by Claire S. Merritt
Recommended number of meetings for this book: 6
Meeting #1 (pp. 9-33/softcover: pp. 11-39)
Prologue: A Friendship Begins
BEING THE BELOVED
“This book is the fruit of a longstanding friendship.” So begins Life of the Beloved.
The book is Henri’s attempt to respond to the challenge of a friend. Henri met Fred, a
reporter who was Jewish, when he was at Yale Divinity School, and later became acquainted
with Fred’s friends as well. Fred challenged Henri to speak to him and his friends so that Henri’s
description of spirituality made sense – real sense – in a secularized society. “He was calling
me,” Henri writes, “to speak a word of hope to people who no longer came to churches or
synagogues and for whom priests and rabbis were no longer the obvious counselors” (p. 17/sc p.
21). “Speak to us about the deepest yearnings of our hearts, about our many wishes, about hope
… Yes, speak to us about something or someone greater than ourselves. Speak to us about God”
(p. 18/sc p. 23)
So this book reads like a letter that comes from deep within Henri’s heart. You have to
wait for the Epilogue to discover Fred’s reaction to what Henri had to say.
Henri says the world is filled with voices that whisper or declare that we are not good
enough, not smart enough, and not successful enough. So one of our great temptations is what
Henri calls “the trap of self-rejection” (p. 27/sc p. 31). His response, which becomes the theme of
this book, is to reject those lies about ourselves and to hear the voice of God telling us over and
over, “You are the Beloved.”
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Discussion questions – Week 1:
1. In what ways does your life resemble that of Fred and his friends?
2. What criteria do you use to evaluate your value and your success in the different settings of
your life: your family, your job, your church, your community?
3. Henri says: “Over the years, I have come to realize that the greatest trap in our life is not
success, popularity, or power, but self-rejection.” (p 27/sc p. 31). When have you fallen into
this trap? Why do you think it plays such a large role in our world?
4. Henri says he heard a soft, gentle voice calling him “beloved,” from parents, friends,
teachers, students and even strangers. Consider who in your life has been that voice, calling
you worthy of love, the beloved. What are your relationships to these people? How is that
message expressed?
Notes – Week 1
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Meeting #2 (pp. 37-54/softcover pp. 43-66)
BECOMING THE BELOVED:
I. Taken
Themes:
It is important to learn how to “become the beloved.” That means “letting the truth of our
Belovedness become enfleshed in everything we think, say or do” (p. 39/sc p. 45). Being aware
of our spirituality is different from psychological awareness. Henri plans to use four words –
taken, blessed, broken and given – to explain the movement of the Spirit within us. It is helpful
to realize that we are taken, or chosen, by God. To get in touch with your chosenness, (1) remind
yourself that the world tells many lies about you, but the truth is “that I am the chosen child of
God” [p. 49/sc p. 59]; (2) keep looking for the people and places where your truth is spoken, and
spend time with those people and in those places; and (3) be grateful for your chosenness.
Discussion questions:
1.

What does Henri mean by the word “chosen”? How does his meaning differ from our
everyday use of this word?

2.

How can we unmask the lies that the world constantly tells about us? Why is it so easy to
believe these lies in the first place?

3.

Identify a specific person “who speaks your truth”: that you are worthy of love and in fact
are the beloved. Identify a specific place where that truth is spoken. How do you feel when
you think about these people and places? If you cannot name anyone or any place now, can
you name someone or some place from the past? Can you go back there?

4.

How do you practice gratitude in your life? Why is it so important to be grateful?

5.

How does awareness of our chosenness affect how we relate to others?
Notes – Week 2
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Meeting #3 (pp. 55-68/softcover pp. 67-83)
BECOMING THE BELOVED
II. Blessed
Themes:
People need blessings from others. A blessing is similar to affirmation. “To give a
blessing is to affirm, to say yes to a person’s Belovedness” (p. 56/sc p. 69). With the problems
that both we and the world have, it is sometimes as easy to feel cursed as it is to feel blessed.
Yet, the blessing speaks truth and the curse speaks lies. There are two ways to claim our
blessing: prayer and the “cultivation of presence” (p. 64/sc p. 79) – that is, to be more and more
focused on the small blessings that come our way in the present moment, in the routine of life.
The work of prayer is a hard discipline, though, because it requires us “to become silent and
listen to the voice that says good things about me” (p. 62/sc p. 75).
Discussion questions:
1. Henri states: “To give someone a blessing is the most significant affirmation we can offer” (p.
56/sc p. 68). How does a blessing differ from a compliment? Share an example of a blessing
you have given to someone or a blessing you have received.
2. If it is so powerful to give a blessing to another and to feel the blessing from another, why
don’t we do it more often?
3. According to Henri “the real ‘work’ of prayer is to become silent and listen to the voice that
says good things about me” (p. 62/sc p. 76). Why is silence so difficult for Henri and for us?
If you have used a sacred text as a part of praying how has it helped you?
5. Why do prayer and “cultivating presence” seem so difficult to implement in our daily lives?
What can you do to overcome this difficulty?
Notes – Week 3
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Meeting #4 (pp. 69-83/softcover pp. 85-103)
BECOMING THE BELOVED
III. Broken
Themes:
Nouwen uses the word “broken” very personally and powerfully. We don’t often talk of
ourselves as broken. We might say we are not perfect, or that everybody has problems. True
enough, but as Nouwen puts it, “All the people we know or know about are broken” (p. 69/sc p.
85). And, “Our brokenness is always lived and experienced as highly personal, intimate and
unique” (p. 71/sc p. 87). Perhaps surprisingly, Nouwen says the first response to our brokenness
should be to befriend it (p. 75/sc p. 92). Our culture teaches us to avoid pain or deny it – and to
get rid of it quickly. But Nouwen, who suffered from depression and went to treatment for it,
writes that facing pain is the first step through it. He also says it is healthy to put your brokenness
“under the light of the blessing” (p. 79/sc p. 97). By that he means to keep listening for the Voice
that calls you Beloved. If you do that, your pain and brokenness slowly will be transformed and
will become a source of communion and hope, even in the midst of suffering.
Discussion questions:
1. It might be difficult to share the pain of brokenness, even in a group of friends. It seems so
personal, perhaps too personal to share. Yet in what ways can sharing our brokenness deepen
relationships and make pain easier to bear?
2. How do you respond to suffering? Do you wallow in it? Do you try to run away from it? Do
you blame yourself, others, God? What do you think it means to befriend your brokenness?
3. Henri states: “The great spiritual call of the Beloved Children of God is to pull their
brokenness away from the shadow of the curse and put it under the light of the blessing (p.
79/sc p. 97). How does putting our brokenness under the blessing differ from putting it under
the curse? Why do we find it so difficult to do this?
4. Think of a time of great suffering in your life. What helped you get through this experience?
How were you changed by it?
Notes – Week 4
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Meeting #5 (pp. 84-100/softcover pp. 105-125)
BECOMING THE BELOVED
IV. Given
Themes:
True joy and happiness come from giving to others. But, “the real question is not “What can we
offer to each other?” but “Who can we be for each other?” (p. 90/sc p. 113). Our true gifts are
not so much our talents as who we are: “friendship, kindness, patience, joy, peace, forgiveness,
gentleness, love, hope, trust, and many others” (p. 91/sc p. 114). We are called to live in such a
way that not only our life but also our death is a gift.
Discussion questions:
1. What is it about giving of yourself that is especially satisfying?
2. How does the concept of being given help us integrate the other concepts of being chosen,
blessed and broken into our lives?
3.

Why is it not enough to rely on our talents when we give to others?

4. How do you understand Henri’s statement: “Not only are we called to live for others, but
also to die for others.” (p. 93/sc pp. 116-117)? Can you describe any experiences in which
someone else’s death contained a great gift to you?
Notes – Week 5
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Meeting #6 (pp. 103-111/softcover pp. 129-149)
LIVING AS THE BELOVED
Themes:
The truth is that the world is not our source of life. Instead, life is an opportunity to say “Yes” to
the truth of our belovedness and to say “Yes” to the One who calls us Beloved (p. 106/sc p. 133).
Both joy and suffering become our way to spiritual fulfillment (p. 108/sc p. 136). The Spirit of
God calls us to wholeness, to a life in which “divisions vanish and inner as well as outer unity
manifests itself (p. 108/sc p. 135).
Discussion questions:
1. Henri says: “I believe deeply that all the good things our world has to offer are yours to enjoy.
But you can enjoy them truly only when you can acknowledge them as affirmations of the
truth that you are the Beloved of God” (p. 104/sc pp. 130-131). Do you agree with this
statement? If so, why? If not, why not?
2. Henri describes God as “a Lover who wants to be loved” (p. 106/sc p. 133). How can our life
become an expression of our love for God?
3. Our secular world is one of divisions and opposites. How can the spiritual life that Henri
describes overcome these divisions and create “one unified reality” (p. 107/sc p. 134)?
4. How does Henri envision eternal life? In light of his understanding, why is death no longer a
defeat? How do Henri’s views fit into your beliefs concerning life after death?
Epilogue: A Friendship Deepens
After finishing this manuscript, Henri sent a copy to his friend Fred, who then went to Toronto to
talk to Henri about it. Although the response by Fred and his secular friends was not what Henri
had hoped for, the manuscript was received favorably by a group of searching Christians and
thus became “The Life of the Beloved.”
1. According to Henri, in our secular world “the issue is whether there is anything in our world
that we can call ‘sacred’” (p. 116/sc p. 145). What is sacred for you and how do you nurture
your experience of the sacred?
2. Fred asks: “Do I really need God to live, to be happy, to enjoy life, to fulfill my deepest
desires? Do I need faith to live a decent and creative life?” (p. 117/sc p. 146). How do you
answer these questions for yourself?
3. Although Henri’s manuscript did not have the desired effect on Fred, it did help others.
In what ways has it helped you? Have you had an experience that was a failure in one
respect but an unexpected success in another?
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Nouwen Reading Group

Book:________________________________

Group Members:
Name

Phone Number

E-mail

Leadership tasks that could be shared within your group:
Date of
meeting

Prayer/song
and check-in
with each
other

Video or DVD
segments:
Journey of the
Heart

Reader:
themes,
questions, text
passages

Discussion
leader
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Nouwen Reading Groups
Feedback Form

Thank you for your interest in Nouwen Reading Groups! We would be most appreciative if you
could take a few minutes at the end of your last meeting to complete this feedback form and send
to us in the return envelope provided. We are eager to hear about your experience in the group
and about the materials prepared by the Henri Nouwen Society. We continue to learn as we go
along and with your help, we hope to improve and expand our offerings. Blessings!
1. Why did you decide to start/join a Nouwen reading group? (check as many as are appropriate
for you)
 Enjoy discussing books  Interested in discussions of a spiritual nature
 Enjoy getting together with friends for any reason
 Want to meet new people who are
interested in spirituality
 Nouwen’s writing resonates with me
 Did not know Nouwen’s work but was interested  Other:_____________________

2. How did you invite people to join your reading group/hear about the reading group?
 Spoke with friends/co-workers
 Announcement to congregation

 Notice in church bulletin/newsletter
Other:__________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
3. What book did you reflect on? _____________________________________________
4. Why were you interested in discussing this particular book?
________________________________________________________________________

5. How would you evaluate the Henri Nouwen Society reflection guide? (please circle
appropriate number)
Not helpful
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Extremely helpful
9
10

6. How was the reflection guide used?
 Used it as a starting point only

 Followed it carefully

 Didn’t use it at all
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Other comments about the reflection guide:___________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
7. Was the Nouwen Reading Group a positive experience for you? Yes  No
Why? _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

8. Would you consider leading or joining another Nouwen Reading Group in the future?
 Yes
 No
 Maybe
Additional comments welcome:___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Thank you!

Additional questions for group leader:
9. Where did your group meet?  Your home  Church hall
 Library  School
Other:_________________________City:_________________State/Province:_______
10. How often did your group meet?  Once a week
 Bi-weekly  Monthly
Other:_________________________ Duration of meeting:___________________hours
11. Your group met from (month)______ (year)______ to (month)______ (year)_______
12. How many people were in the group at the beginning?________At the end?________
13. What occurred during your first meeting?
 Prayer
 Fellowship  Invited others to take on some leadership roles (ex.
introduction to a chapter; organize refreshments, prayer, etc.)  Viewed “Journey of the Heart:
the life of Henri Nouwen” video
 Discussion based on reflection guide
 Other:_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Additional comments welcome:_____________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Please return completed forms to Maureen Wright at the Henri Nouwen Society:
In Canada —113 St. Joseph St., Toronto, ON M5S 1J4
In the USA — P.O. Box 220522, St. Louis, MO 63122
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